UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.
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CERTAIN STANDARD CELL
LIBRARIES, PRODUCTS CONTAINING
OR MADE USING THE SAME,
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS MADE USING
TI-TESAME, AND PRODUCTS
CONTAINING SUCH INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS

Inv. No. 337-TA-906

Order No. 15
Complainant Tela Innovations, Inc. (“Tela”) ﬁled a motion to compel discovery from

respondents Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company, Ltd. and TSMC North America
(collectively, “TSMC”), and a memorandum in support thereof. Motion Docket No. 906-18.
Speciﬁcally, Tela seeks an order compelling supplemental responses to interrogatory nos. 1-7
and 11-16, as well as to requests for production (“RFP”) nos. 1-7, 9-1 1, and 14-23. See Mot. at 1

TSMC opposed the motion to compel. TSMC also ﬁled a motion for protective order that
addressed issues similar to those raised in Tela’s motion to compel, and a memorandum in

support thereof. Motion Docket No. 906-19. Tela opposed the motion for protective order.l

The Commission Investigative Staff (“Staff”) ﬁled a combined response supporting in part and
opposing in part the motion to compel and the motion for protective order. The administrative

law judge heard arguments from the parties regarding the pending motions during the prehearing

1TSMC subsequently ﬁled a motion seeking leave to reply in support of its motion for protective
order, and a reply. Motion Docket No. 906-22. Tela opposed. Motion No. 906-22 for leave is
granted.

conference held on April 8, 2014.

Inasmuch as Tela’s motion to compel and TSMC’s motion for protective order address
similar issues, both motions shall be addressed in this order.

With respect to the motion to compel, Tela argues that an order compelling discovery
from TSMC is warranted because, inter alia, TSMC is improperly limiting discovery to only

“standard cell libraries,” even though the notice of investigation states that the scope of this
investigation extends to “standard cell libraries, products containing or made using the same,
integrated circuits made using the same, and products containing such integrated circuits.” See,
e.g. , Mot.‘at 1; Mem. at 6-7. In its opposition, TSMC incorporates by reference its motion for

protective order, and further argues that “information related to integrated circuits and design

layouts is beyond the Notice of Investigation, beyond the scope of the asserted patent, and cannot
give rise to a section 337 violation.” See Opp’n at l, 3-4.

With respect to its motion for protective order, TSMC argues that a protective order

should be issued for three categories of information that “are beyond the scope of the asserted
patents, cannot give rise to a section 337 violation, and/or are not raised by the Notice of
Investigation.” See Mot. at 1. These three categories are “chip design layouts, integrated circuits
(‘chips’), and products containing chips.” See id. TSMC also argues that “the discovery Tela
seeks would impose an undue burden . . . on TSMC, as well as non-parties.” See id.

In its response to the pending motions, the Staff takes the position that the motions “raise
the same basic issue -- whether discovery may be directed to standard cell libraries, products

containing or made using the same, integrated circuits made using the same, and products
containing such integrated circuits, Q Whether discovery should be limited to only standard cell

libraries.” See Staff Resp. at 2 (emphasis original). In the Staffs view, “the scope of discovery

2

in this investigation, as it currently stands, extends beyond standard cell libraries to encompass
products containing or made using the same, integrated circuits made using the same, and
products containing such integrated circuits.” See id. at 3. The Staff also argues that “discovery

directed to standard cell libraries other than TSMC’s standard cell libraries does not fall within
the scope of the investigation.” See id. at 6.

Many of the issues raised in the pending motions were previously addressed in Order No.

ll (Mar. 19, 2014) in the context of third party discovery. It was determined that discovery in
this investigation is limited to information relating to standard cell libraries originating with
TSMC, but does extend to products containing or made using such standard cell libraries,

integrated circuits using the same, and products containing such integrated circuits. To the

extent that TSMC maintains its position that such information is not reasonably calculated to
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence because standard cell libraries are used only to

“design” integrated circuits rather than to “manufacture” them, this argument would be best

raised in the context of a motion for summary determination, rather than in the context of a
discovery dispute. See, e.g., Order No. ll at 8 n.6; Staff Resp. at 4-5.2

Having reviewed the parties’ written briefs and considered the arguments presented at the

prehearing conference, it is the determination of the administrative law judge that Motion Nos.
906-18 and 906-19 are granted in part.

To the extent it has not done so already, TSMC is hereby ordered to supplement its

interrogatory responses and document production to include information relating not only to
standard cell libraries originating with TSMC, but also to products containing or made using
such standard cell libraries, integrated circuits using the same, and products containing such
2

TSMC previously represented that it was prepared to ﬁle a summary detennination motion on
this and related issues, but has not yet done so. See Prehearing Tr. at 28-29.

3

integrated circuits. This additional discovery shall be provided in a timely manner, but shall not

extend to infonnation relating to standard cell libraries other than those originating with TSMC.
As for the alleged burdens that this discovery would impose upon TSMC and third parties,
the parties shall meet and confer to set reasonable limitations on the discovery. The parties are

encouraged to use various methods to reduce the burdens of discovery, including but not limited

to the production of summary information and the identiﬁcation of representative products
and/or designs. Furthermore, as discussed during the prehearing conference, discovery need not

be provided with respect to downstream products known to remain exclusively in foreign
commerce.
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David:P. Shaw
Administrative Law Judge
Issued: April 21, 2014
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